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Motivation

• The COVID-19 vaccines are crucial to ending the global pandemic that is 
causing surges of infections and deaths globally. 

• However, the unprecedent rate at which it was developed and administered 
had raised doubts in the community regarding its safety. 

• Data from the United States Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System, 
VAERS, has the potential to help determine if the safety concerns of the 
vaccines are founded. 

• This paper uses the combination of both structured and unstructured text 
data from VAERS to model the adverse reactions to COVID-19 vaccines. 



Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS)

• A passive surveillance system for adverse events reporting
• Doctors, vaccine manufacturers, patients, caregivers etc use 

this platform
• Used by CDC and FDA to guide vaccine recommendations and 

regulatory action

• The link between adverse event and vaccination is not 
established

Why use VAERS data?

• Data is available to the public 
• Data is up to date
• Not all adverse events are likely to be 

captured during clinical trials 

• Key patterns in reporting trends

For more information: 
Safety monitoring in the Vaccine Adverse Event 
Reporting System (VAERS) 
PMC 2015 November 04.
Tom T. Shimabukuro, Michael Nguyen, David Martin 
and Frank DeStefano

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/26209838/


Datasets

VAERSDATA
• 35 variables
• Patient’s profile (age, state, 

sex, etc)
• Text narratives of  Symptoms, 

Medical History, Allergies, 
Medications

• Patient’s outcomes for the 
adverse event (died, extended 
stay in hospital, life 
threatening illness, disabled as 
a result of vaccination, etc) 

For more  information: 
VAERS data use guide

Sample of symptoms text

The data is quite dirty, a lot of useful information but in narrative text, 
expect spelling error, typos, excessively long or brief statements… 

https://vaers.hhs.gov/docs/VAERSDataUseGuide_November2020.pdf


Datasets

VAERSVAX
• 8 variables
• Vaccine information (type, 

manufacturer, vaccine lot, etc) 
• VAERS_ID (unique identification 

number of patient)

VAERSSYMPTOMS
• 11 variables
• Terms describing the symptoms 

of the adverse event
• There could be multiple rows 

for each VAERS_ID

Sample of VAERSSYMPTOMS dataset

Sample of VAERSVAX dataset



VAERSDATA
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outcomes
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Vaccine information

VAERSSYMPTOMS
Symptoms manifested during 
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Overview of Processes



Severity Rating

Patient Outcomes 
• Based on reporter’s assessment of 

vaccine recipient 
• 12 variables, mostly binary (Y), 

describes health status of patient 
and hospitalisation

Severity ratings were based on Patient Outcomes 

Level 4 = DIED or DISABLE or BIRTH_DEFECT = ‘Y’

Level 3 = non-level 4 and (ER_ED_VISIT or L_THREAT or X_STAY = ‘Y’)

Level 2 = non-level 3 and non-level 4 and (HOSPITAL or OFC_VISIT = ‘Y’)

Level 1 = non-level 2, 3 and  4



Text Explorer – data cleaning
Data contains many spelling 
errors and typos

Sort list 
alphabetically and 

recode terms

Stem terms based on 
word endings only



Text Explorer – data cleaning

Add phrases and
recode terms with 

similar meaning



Text Explorer – word cloud 
Useful for stop word exclusion and seeing the effect of target variable on terms. 



Text Explorer – Term Selection 
Why use Generalised Regression model:
• Vectors in DTM are expected to be 

highly correlated and non-normally 
distributed

• Each row is a patient, all rows are 
independent of one another

• Variable selection

Lasso tend to select one 
term from a group of 

correlated factors while 
Elastic Net will select the 

group of terms

Binary weights for DTM 
made more sense than 

TF-IDF



Text Explorer – Term Selection 
Top symptoms factors found by term 

selection



Save the DTM to the data table and 
extract the required columns of top 

terms

Text Explorer – Save term vectors to table 



Modelling – Validation column 



Modelling – Fit Model

JMP Fit Model 
Generalised regression model 
with Lasso estimates has the 
smallest AICc and largest 
Rsquare values





Effects Test
• hypothesis tests of the null hypothesis 

that the variable has no effect on the 
response.

• Type III sum of squares for ANOVA 
• Suitable for model reduction

Results
• Long list of significant variables
• Most variables ate symptoms related to 

cardiopulmonary illnesses. 



Model Evaluation - Profiler



Conclusion 

• Several decisions were made in the grouping and classification of variables. 
Although these decision were made to the best of our understanding of the 
variables and to ensure a suitable sample size, an expert familiar with vaccine 
studies or clinical trials could be consulted on these decisions.

• Based on model building of structured and unstructured data based, we have 
identified key factors that varies with the severity a reaction to the COVID_19 
vaccination. However, we note that the effect of these key factors on the response 
variable “Severity” is very small. 

• The binary DTM was found to be most effective in representing the weights of 
terms in each document and the Generalised linear model with Lasso penalised 
regression technique produced the optimal model. 


